PRE-ARYAN AND PRE-DRAVIDIAN IN INDIA
case which is very characteristic of the alternation Kapisa-
Kamboja. * The Ramayana, in the Kashmirian recension
(Weber, Ramayana, p. ?5 note), reads in the verse IVj
44, 23, Arattam Kapisani Balhlm* Ksemendra, in his
Mafijarl Civ, 252), writes Aratta Balhi Kamboja0. Between
the i of Kapisa and the o of Kamboja, the intermediary
appears to be a soft «, analogous to the French us which
Sanskrit does not possess and which is supposed by the
alternation of (Sri) vi (jaya) and of (She-li)»fo ( = £&*)
(she) in the Indonesian domain. In precisely the same
domain, we find a name analogous to but not identical with
Kamboja; it is Kam-vuja, the present Cambodge, which the
Singhalese and the Tibetans have equally made Ramboja,
but which never appears with an o in the epigraphie texts
written on the spot. Kam-vuja seems to make a counter-
part of Srl-vija(ya), and specially of the form transcribed
by San-fo-ts'i (~Sam-bud-ja2/) in Chinese and noted as
semboja in Javanese (for different forms of this name
of. Perrand, J. A., 1919, II, 158). Schlegel (Toung-pao,
II, 176) had already supposed the relation between
Kemboja and Semboja, in which he found the Malay name
of the Plumcria acutifolia ; but it is a plant of recent
importation, a native of central America and now spread
over India and Indonesia (Lushington, List, 1825; Pagoda
tree: Jasmine spurge; Spanish American Jasmine); the
names which it has received in Uriya (gosampige), and
in Tulu (gosampige ; sampai) are manifestly related with
the Malay name. If the relation between Kamboja and
Samboja be exact, it will be necessary to go back still
further to explain it. It may be then questioned whether
the name at the bottom is not that of the Bhoja, which it
is true, has an aspirate initial ; but the analogy of
the words bhojana, bhoga and others derived from the
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